
                                                              Printing the ‘Crown of the 6es’ in English and French.  Special Canadian Edition
          To make 4 ready-to-use Crowns, you will have to print 2 Posters, (Front and Back Side), cut-out, glue/staple them together.
                                                   Use any plotter that can print poster size images of 60 x 90cm (big stationery stores).

                         Poster 2 of 2. Back Side of the Crown in Black & White (print on regular NON-glossy cardstock paper). 
                                              PDFs available at:  www.fairyandmouse.com  and/or  www.hadayraton.com
              For family and school use only. Not for direct or indirect commercial/profit use! Please help spread the New Tooth Fairy Tradition!

CanadaCanada’s official languages are English and French. They reflect the coexistence of these two important cultures in the country.  Every public sign is written 
in both languages. Building bridges in childhood through fantasies, plays and songs represents a vital force of social cohesion and understanding that will 
translate later in life into a variety of positive social attitudes. The Crowns in the present poster are the fundamental elements of a New Tradition of the shed-
ding of milk teeth that occurs around 5-13 years of age. Now the Tooth Fairy and La Petite Souris become collaborative and inseparable heroes in dental 
prevention that enrich the family preventive culture through the celebration ofprevention that enrich the family preventive culture through the celebration of ‘The Day of the Children’s Crowns’ precisely with the ‘Crown of the 6es’ that honors, 
for the first time in history, the incoming first permanent back teeth that are crucial to the human dentition. Erupting at the age of 6, they will have to last for 
70+ years! Children in British Columbia will celebrate with the same Crown as those in Quebec, sharing a crucial  awareness message in childhood.  

This side of the ‘Crown of the 6es’ is printed on regular non-glossy cardstock paper. It will have a surface that will readily accept your favorite colors, so 
you can illuminate and draw as you wish. Your parents, grandparents and teachers will also be able to sign your crown.

Ce côté de la ‘La Couronne des 6’est imprimé sur du papier cartonné non glacé. Sur cette surface, vous pouvez dessiner et illuminer avec vos couleurs 
préférées. La plume de vos parents, grands-parents et professeurs signera sans problème.


